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Racers Across America
Murray State
celebrates
Homecoming
2014
Kendrick Settler, a sophomore from
Belleville. Illinois, and Rachel Ross, a
sophomore from Murray, are shown
Saturday afternoon after being crowned
2014 Murray State University homecoming
king aryl queen at Roy Stewart Stadium.
Below, Murray State President Dr. Bob
Davies places an MSU blanket.over Dr.
Ruth Cole, founder of the MSU School of
Nursing, Saturday morning after Davies
left a car in which he was riding tO make
the delivery in Cole's driveway during the
annual MSU Homecoming parade. Also
shown is current School of Nursing Dean
Dr. Marcie Hobbs. Bottom left, the winning
float, designed and built by MSU's Sigma
Sigma Sigma sorority and Pi Kappa Alpha
fraternity is shown during the parade
Saturday on Main Street.
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By AUSTIN FIAMSEY
Staff Writer
%any Sans lhogney
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Despite the unpredictable
weather.
Murray
State
University welcomed back old
friends and members of the
Racer family over the weekend
as part of the school's annual
Homecoming celebrations.
University officials said they
were pleased with the turnout at
a variety of events across campus held to celebrate and honor
the return of many MSU alumni.
Vice
President
of
Institutional Advancement Jim
Carter said it is not uncommon
that Murray attracts thousands
of alumni from all over the
nation for Homecoming weekend. where Racers can enjoy an
annual parade, Tent City and a
football game, along with various student group activities.
This year was no different.
said Assistant Vice President of
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LAUGHS GALORE!

Bill Cosby delights
crowd at CFSB
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
Entertainment legend Bill
Cosby did not take long to win
over the audience Saturday
night inside the CFSB Center
on
the
Murray
State
, University campus.
Just seconds into his muchanticipated appearance. he
paused for a wardrobe change.
And with assistance from
Murray-Calloway
County
Chamber
of
Commerce
President/CEO Aaron Dail, he
went from wearing a dark blue
sweatshirt with a small MSU

CC[ti[G

Racers emblem that displayed
his trademark saying "HELLO
FRIEND," to another dark
blue sweatshirt with much
more visible MSU identification in Racer Gold and white,
earning strong applause.
And then, from his comfortable chair,the 78-year-old veteran actor, comedian and producer did what has made him
so popular with many generations.• He talked about life,
first focusing on the duty current college students have to
their parents, who he says

II See Page 2A

JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times

Dressed in a Murray State Racers sweatshirt, famed entertainer Bill Cosby is shown Saturday
night during his concert at MSU's Regional Special Events Center. The concert was part of
MSU's 2014 Homecoming celebration.
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Daly Forecast
no National Weather Service
Monday: Showers and
thunderstorms, mainly after
noon. Some of the storms
could be severe. High near 80.
South southeast wind 5 to 10
mph increasing to 12 to 17
mph in the afternoon. Winds
could gust as high as 26 mph.
Chance of precipitation is 80
percent.
Monday Night: Showers
and thunderstorms. Some of
the storms could be severe.
Low around 60. South wind 6
to 15 mph, with gusts as high
as 23 mph. Chance of precipitation is 100 percent.
Tuesday: A chance of

MSU...

showers Cloudy, with a high
near 64 South southwest wind
10 to 14 mph. Chance of precipitation is 40 percent
Tuesday Night: A 30 percent chance of showers.
Mostly cloudy, with a low
around 52 Southwest wind 7
to 9 mph
Wednesday: A 40 percent
chance of showers Mostly
cloudy, with a high near 61.
West southwest wind 6 to 8
mph
Wednesday Night: A 30
percent chance of showers,
mainly after lam Mostly
cloudy, with a low around 50.
West wind 3 to 5 mph.
Thursday: Mostly sunny,
with a high near 69. West wind
3 to 7 mph
Thursday Night: Mostly
clear, with a low around 49.
South southwest wind 3 to 5
mph.
Friday: Sunny, with a high
near 74. South southwest wind
5 to 7 mph becoming west in
the afternoon.
Friday Night: Mostly clear,
with a low around 48. West
northwest wind around 5 mph.

From Front
Communications
Catherine
Sivills. While wet weather was
a bit of a disadvantage as the
Racer football team took the
Southeast
Missouri
State
University Redhawks into a harrowing overtime win at Roy
Steward Stadium, the rain held
off dunng the annual parade
down Main Street and extra
straw laid down on the eastern
side of the field kept Tent City a
big hit.
-With that kind of weather,
you never really know what will
happen,- she said. "It makes
everything especially more
challenging, but I think we had
a good crowd."
For the first time ever, officials allowed some individuals
to occupy Tent City during the
game, which she said was also
popular.
A Saturday show by legendary
comedic icon Bill Cosby rounded out the weekend. Sivills said
a large crowd turned out, and
that it was a unique way to end
the weekend celebrations.
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AUSTIN RAMSEY / Ledger & Times
Missy Beloate, who has two children who attend Murray State University, checks out some
MSU gear at the University Store tent at Tent City this weekend. The annual MSU organization celebration at Roy Stewart Stadium is an important part of the school's annual
Homecoming traditions in which Beloate said she was very excited to be involved.

Town Crier

HAVE YOU HEARD
A GREAT NEWS TIP?
We want to hear it, too!
To report a news item, or to
suggest a story idea, call
the Ledger 8., Times
News Department today!

7513-11916

NOTICE
• The Murray Independent
School District Board of
Education will meet in regular
session at 7 p.m., Tuesday at
the Carter Administration
Building on South 13th
Street. Agenda items will
include: Student, staff and
program recognition featuring
Dr. Ron Cella and Dr. Wayne
Bell of the Foupdation for
Excellence; action items,
including bus sale bids, capital funds request; and superintendent's evaluation items
that discuss district delivery
targets.
• To report a Town Crier
item call 753-1916.

_.e

JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times
With a helping hand from Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce President/CEO
Aaron Dail, famed entertainer Bill Cosby acids a Murray State University sweatshinto his onstage attire Saturday night at the CFSB Center on the MSU campus.
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From Front

GENERAL SURGERY
Brady Harris, MD
General Surgeon
Murray-Calloway County Hospital is excited to weicorre home Dr. Brady Harris,
General Surgeon,to our medical staff.
Dr. Hails and his wife, VVhitney, along with their two children, Addison and Colton, have
returned to Murray where he has joined Drs. Dowdy, Koeisch and Swain at West Kentucky
Sur9t.l.
Dr. Harris is a graduate of Calloway County High School and Murray State University,
and completed his medical degree at the University of Louisville School of
Medicine. He then cixnpleted his general surgery residency at the
University of LouisviNe's Hiram C. Polk Jr., MO Department of Surgery,
We are excited Dr. Brady Harris has come back to Murray to pro
surgical services at Murray Hospital, and we are positive when
him, you will be too!

DR. BRADY HARRIS' EDUCATION AND AWARDS:
Hiram C. Polk Jr. MO Department of Surgery
University of Louisville
Louisvee, KY

• J. David Richardson MD Award for Best Overall Third Yew
General Surgery Resident
• University of Louisvile Trauma Institute Award for Most
Outstanding Third Year Trauma Surgery Resident

Ca// TODAY
to schedule your
appointment/

270.753.2444

• Hiram C. Polk Jr. MD Scholarship Award for Most Outstanding
Fourth Year Medical Student in General Surgery
• Advanced Training in Minimally Invasive Surgery in two of the
most respected laparoscopic surgery centers in Europe

.") SURGICAL
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hit‘e pressure put on them to
produce children who contribute to society.
His appearance was part of
university's
the
annual
Homecoming festivities.
l do not hire C average people," Cosby told the crowd.
"Let's say you have come to me
to cut out a cancer you have,"
he said in his trademark humor,
"and I'm going to tell you that. I
know 74 percent of what I'm
doing. Nobody wants that!
"Understand that your parents
have peer pressure because they
are looking at other parents and
their children. Even though
you're having fun, they're not!
-I have spoken at graduation
ceremonies and I watch and listen when they come to the ones
graduating magna cum laude
and summa cum laude. There is
another one called 'Thank You
Laude!"
Large waves of laughter
rolled through the university's
CFSB audience throughout the
show as Cosby also offered

observations on issues from
drug use to a topic he has
brought up throughout his
comic career,child birth (in this
case, a discussion between he
and his uncle about his younger
brother Russell).
Cosby also discussed religion.
particularly the Bible story of
Adam and Eve.
"The clean humor .., that's the
one thing that really separates
him," said Nick Wilson of
Murray. "I can still remember
when he was on Captain
Kangaroo so many years ago,
and I loved Fat Albert (both
popular CBS children's shows
from the 1960s and '70s).
"I've actually watched 'Bill
Cosby Himself' on our TV at
home on tape," said Tommy
Derossett. a current MSU student, proving Cosby's reputation for attracting both older
and younger fans is still intact.
"My dad used to watch 'The
Cosby Show' a major sitcom
hit for NBC in the 1980s into
the '90s) and I've seen a few of
those since then. I've watched a
lot of his stuff. It's all good."

BRIGGS & STRATTON

• General Surgery Residency Program - 2014

• Medical Degree - 2009
University of Louisville School of Medicine
Louisville, KY

Fa

is seeking part-time employees to work on the afternoon
shift (4:00 p.m.- 12:30 a.m.). Positions are available on
the seasonal production line and part-time schedules will
be available for 16-hour work weeks,Tuesday/Thursday;
and 24-hour work weeks, Monday /Wednesday /Friday.
Benefits include paid holidays, productivity rewards and
employee appreciation events. A drug screen, physical,
and background check are required and provided by the
company. Applications will be available online at www.
basco.com. Applications will remain active for 90 days.
Please be sure to provide previous employment history
(previous factory experience preferred) when completing
the online application. Come and join a company with
an established reputation of excellence. BRIGGS &
STRATTON is an equal opportunity employer.
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Farm bill delay could affect 2015 cotton planting
Growers may plant
fewer acres in future
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By BETSY BLANEY
Asssociated Press
LUBBOCK, Texas (AP) — Cotton growers in Texas and other
fewer
southwestern states plagued by years of drought may plant
a
acres next season because of a bureaucratic delay in implementing
provision of the farm bill.
The U.S. Agriculture Department was supposed to calculate production yields for all commodities by county in time for the 2015
crop year. But it now says the department's Risk Management
Agency can't do that until the 2016 crop year.
The delay is expected to reduce the amount of crop insurance
to
available for purchase by growers because they won't be able
of
decade
last
the
by
caused
tion
produc
eroded
of
years
exclude
ining
drought. Farm lenders use such production- stets in determ
loans.
Cotton growers, unlike other commodity producers who have
hit by
other layers of financial protection, are expected to be hardest
the delay.
"It's just critical that they get it done," said Steve Verett,
s, which
spokesman for the Lubbock-based Plains Cotton Grower
the
Plains,
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41
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represents cotton grower
underworld's largest contiguous growing patch. "Folks at RMA
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tills a field north of Lubbock, Texas. Cotton
In this May 30, 2014 file photo, a West Texas cotton grower
by years of drought may plant fewer acres
growers in Texas and other southwestern states plagued
ng a provision of the farm bill.
next season because of a bureaucratic delay in implementi

Non-profit to
pay for teacher
position in Ky.
The ASSOCIATED PRESS
FLEMINGSBURG, Ky. — A
non-profit organization started.
by Fleming County residents to
raise money to pay for an agriculture teacher position in the
local school district has turned
into a broader effort to promote
agriculture education across
Kentucky.
In just a fev,months,the group
&led A Better Community
Foundation raised $48,000 for
Fleming County Schools to fully
fund an Agriculture Education
teacher for the 2014-15 school
year in the northern Kentucky
district.

Serving Calloway
County Farmers
Since 1919

Give Life.
DONATE BLOOD

FARM BUREAU FLORIDA
FRUIT PROGRAM

EVERYONE IS INVITED
TO ORDER!
Email:

Name:

Cell Phone:

Home Phone:
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-Agriculture,Extention Agent

Address:
SIGNATURE:
QUANTITY

PRICE

DESCRIPTICASI
Navel Oranges,4/5 Bushel

$29.00

Red Grapefruit, 4/5 Bushel...

$20.00

Hamlin (Juice) Oranges,4/5 Bushel

$22.00

Orlando Tangelos 4/5 Bustiel

$22.00

)Tangerines, 2/5 Bushel
"Sunburst"

$19.00

Grand Slam Gift Box, 2/5 Bushel
Apples mei 16-Z0 Hileel °emirs)

$22.00

Holiday Gift Pack, 2/5 Bushel

$22.00

TOTAL
PRICE

Apple, 6 Pam,3 GAMn, Definer.
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Orange Juice - Super Concentrate, 24/12 Oz. Cans

$45.00

Southern Fried Skinless Peanuts, 12/16 Oz. Cans

$44.00

Honey Krunch Peanuts, 12/12 Oz. Cans

$36.00

Peanut Brittle Bites, 12/12 Oz. Cans

$41.00

Butter Toffee Peanuts, 12/12 Oz. Cans

$36.00

Mixed Nuts(50% Peanuts), 12/1 Lb. Cans

$60.013

Peanut Gift Pack,(6/3 pkg. per case)

$58.00

Select Whole Cashews, 12/1 Lb. Cans

$85.00

Chocolate Covered Pecans, 12/12 Oz. Bags

$8a.03

Fresh Shelled Pecan Halves, 12/12 Oz. Bags

$80.00

Pop-O-Pop with Nuts,6/20 Oz. Decorative Cans- NEW!

$55.00

Chocolate Nut Gift Pack,6/2 Can packs
70 e. dew** mewed wakes

• 14rake - Front gi Rear iliu.inrrientR
balk

tkkAfx-irki•fre..ai

.. $58.00

10 da docile mom,akomit)

Roasted Almonds,12/9 Ox. Cans
Berry Nut Trail Mix,6/15 Oz line per Case - NEW!

" $52.00
$55.00

by October 27 to:
Please call the office at 753-4703 or return this form
ay, KY 42071.
Calloway Co. Farm Bureau,P.O. Box 469, Murr
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CUSTOM FITTED
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Robert W. Hamm, M
Psychiat
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As a regional community hospital, we art; committed to
or, has joined the medical
care to our neighbors. Dr. Hamm,our newest neighb
newest Psychiatrist at Lake
team at Henry County Medical Center, serving as our
ce, Paris Mental Health, to
Haven Behavioral Center and opening his own practi
serve outpatient psychiatric needs.
University at Buffalo
Dr. Hamm received his undergraduate degree from the
received his medical degree
in Buffalo, NY, studying Biology and Psychology. He
ica and then completed
from Ross University School of Medicine in the Domin
n College of Medicine in
his residericey at East Tennessee State University Quille
well as Knoxville,TN. He is
Psychiatry. He has worked in Panama City Beach, FL as
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Health at 731-644-8441.
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Medical Arts Building
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MC Behavioral Center
731-644-8441

prices starting at
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Free hearing
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Ted Owen Carroll, 75. of Farmington, Kentucky,
died at 1 a.m
Thursday, Oct. 9,2014 at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Graveside services will be at 11 run. Monday. Oct. 13, 2014
at
Kirksey Baptist Church Cemetery with Rev. Ricky Cunninham
officiating.There will be no visitation. Friends are asked to meet
at the
cemetery Monday,Oct. 13. 2014.
He was a member of the Kirksey Baptist Church. He was a retired
fanner, retired mechanic from Trucks,Trailers and Buses, Murray,
after more than 20 years, and formerly worked for the Graves
County Transportation for 12 years.
He was preceded in death by his parents, Leonard and Pauline
Cook Carroll and two sisters, Sue Allen and Virginia Pea.
Mr. Carroll is survived by his wife of 46 years, Joetta Newsome
Carroll of Farmington; a daughter, Miranda Norsworthy and husband Blu of Farmington; a sister, Nina Arnett of Mayfield and several nieces and nephews.
The Brown Funeral Home, Mayfield, is in charge of arrangements.

Donna Quails Booth
Donna Qualls Booth,62,of Paducah, Kentucky.
died Saturday Oct., 11, 2014, at her home. Donna
was born in Ashland, Kentucky. She graduated
from Morehead State University with a Bachelor of
Arts and a master's degree in higher education.
She completed doctoral courseworit at Southern
Illinois University at Carbondale in speech and theater. She served as the technical director of the
Market House Theater in Paducah. She later joined
the faculty of Paducah Community College where
Booth
she taught speech and theater. She attended the
Faith Center church.
Booth was preceded in death by her sister Rebecca Qualls.
Booth is survived by her husband of 39 years, David Booth, of
Paducah; her parents Donald Edwin and Jayne Forrest Qualls of
Russell, Kentucky; her two brothers Mark Qualls and wife,
Chrystal, of Ashland and Kevin Qualls and wife Lisa, of Murray.
Kentucky.
A Memorial service is scheduled for 2 p.m. Thursday,-Oct. 16,
2014, at Milner & Orr Funeral Home of Paducah. The Rev. John
Aitken will officiate.
Visitation for Booth will be held .Thursday,,Oct. 16, 2014, at
Milner & On Funeral Home of Paducah from 12:30 p.m. until the
service hour.
Expressionayof Sympathy may take the form of contributions to:
Faith Center. 4465 Halisen Rd., Paducah, KY 42001 or Community
Ministries.Inc.(Community Kitchen),P.O. 1252,Paducah,KY 4200L
Individuals may leave a message of condolence, light a candle of
remembrance or share a song tribute for the family at www.milnerandon.com.
Milner & Orr Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Kenneth Benton

411

Kenneth Benton, 75, of Kevil, Kentucky, died
Friday, Oct. 10,2014,at Baptist Health Paducah.
He was a member of Spring Bayou Baptist
Church and Couples Sunday School Class of
Spring Bayou for many years. He worked for
C.T.S., Forest Gilliam Construction Company and
Melon Sparks Construction Company as a
Carpenter.
He was preceded in death by his parents, George
and Ruby Benton of Paducah, Kentucky; grandparents. Thomas and Jewell Turner of Paducah and
Benton
Newt and Alice Benton of Qulin, Missouri.
He is survived by his wife of 50 years. Charlotte Rice Benton; son,
Michael Benton of Kevil; daughter, Michelle Benton Cowger and
husband Joey Cowger of Kevil; brother, Joe,"Gary" Benton and
wife Judy of Paducah; and sister, Carolyn Keith of Paducah
Funeral services will be held at 2 p.m. Monday,Oct. 13,2014, at
the Spring Bayou Baptist Church with the Rev. Terry Tipton officiating. Burial will follow in the Spring Bayou Baptist Church
Cemetery.
Visitation will be held after 10 a.m. Monday,Oct. 13,2014,at the
Spring Bayou Baptist Church.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of contributions to the
Spring Bayou Baptist Church, 11205 Woodville Road, Kevil, KY
42053 or to the Gideons International, P.O. Box 10, Kevil, KY
42053 or to the West McCracken Fire Department, 9340 Ogden
Landing Road, Wet Paducah, KY 42086.
You may leave a message of sympathy, light a candle or share a
song tribute at www.milnerandorr.com.
Milner & On Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Man injured after Thursday night accident
Staff Report
drove through an adjacent field
A Murray man was transport- and across U.S. 641 .before
ed to the Murray-Calloway coming to a halt in an embankCounty Hospital Thursday night ment on the west side of the
after his pickup truck veered off highway.
the road near an intersection on
One vehicle Underhill was
U.S. 641, according-to a press towing fell off entirely, while
release from the Murray Police another partially fell off,
Department.
according to the MPD.
Donnie Underhill, 65, was
The
Murray
Police
traveling northbound on 4th Department was assisted at the
Street near the intersection with scene by the Murray Fire
641, the MPD reported, when Department, Calloway County
,
his truck, which was carrying a Fire Rescue and ambulance
large trailer with vehicles on it, services from the Murrayfailed to complete a curve, Calloway Hospital.
emor..*.•
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Dear Calloway Taxpayer
Obama and Grimes EPA Nazis have killed off 7.000 good
paying coal mining jobs in Ky and now Obama and Grimes EPA is
destroying another 7,000 jobs in the coal industry and sentencing
to death 42,000 allied jobs which totals in Ky 56.000 jobs on the
chopping block! What kind of insanity is this?? Where will the
,* taxes come from to pay forthe increased food stamps,welfare costs,
11,A schools and colleges. police, and fire, roads, and the One Billion
.411'. dollar bill for Obamacare coming soon in Ky?
COME HEAR State Senator Stan Humphries give us his
A 'Report on the Ky. Legislature and the prospects for November' 1*1
Mon.Oct 20th, at 6 par at the Main St. Library. Sponsored by the iii
Concerned Taxpayers of Western Ky (The Tea Party) according to
Dan Walker,Program Chairman.
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Lois Sutton Phaffis
Lois Sutton Phiuns, 88, of Murray. Kentucky,
died Wednesday. Oct. 8,2014 at her home.
Mrs. Pharris was a retired school teacher with a
love for education and helping others. Her love for
traveling brought her to experience and embrace
many different cultures, which she then brought to
the lives of the people she touched. She spent her
life welcoming those in need into her life and
home. She was an active member of the Goshen
United Methodist Church and former Paris District
President of United Methodist Women.As an active
Phards
member of the Murray Woman's Club since the
early 1990s, and former president, she initiated and was the driving
factor in the research, writing and publishing of two Calloway
County history books.
She was a volunteer tutor, teaching English to international students attending Murray State University and invited students into
her home providing housing and food. She volunteered with Relay
for Life, the Murray City School system, Angel's Clinic, United
Way,-Santa Project, CASA and many others. She received the
Kentucky Federation of Women's Clubs' Volunteer Service Award
in 2000. In one year,she volunteered 7,700 hours and donated to 33
different charities. Her life was spent serving others and she changed
the lives of every person She met.
She is survived by two sons, Garry Lynn Pharris and Barry
Eugene Pharris and wife Vicky; granddaughters Kyleigh Danielle
Pharris, and Cortney Pharris Hardiman and husband John Robert;'
grandson Trevor Marshall Pharris and wife Mary Hudson. Also surviving are great-grandchildren Jack Marshall Hardiman and Edith
Brooke Hardiman, Liam Hudson .Pharris, Abby Ellen Pharris, and
Brendan Marshall Pharris; a sister, Patricia Welch; nephew Herber
Parnell and niece Dorothy Parnell.
She was preceded in death by her parents,Otis Louis and Dorothy
Sutton; husbandfWalter Almrine Pharris; son, Larry Daniel Pharris
and daughter-in-law, Candace Lee Pharris.
Funeral services will be Monday, Oct. 13, 2014 at 7 p.m. at the
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with Rev, David Allbritten officiating.
Visitation will be Monday,Oct. 13,2014 from 4-7 p.m. at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy can be made to the Reelfoot Rural
Ministry,6923 Minnick-Eldridge Road,Obion,TN,38240,or Larry
Pharris Wildlife Biology Scholarship Fund, c/o Murray State
University Office of Development,200 Heritage Hall, Murray, KY
42071.
Online condolences can be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Tanner `Ti.' Myhill
Tanner "Ti." My hill, 38,of Murray, died Saturday, Oct. 11,2014
at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Arrangements are incomplete at Blalock-Colemen & York
Funeral Home.

Eric Casey Schepps
Eric Casey Schoppe,21,of Murray,parsed away Thursday.Oct.9.
2014.
Eric was born Nov. 20. 1992, in Blue Island, Illinois.
Eric is survived by his girlfriend, Erica Rogers and her daughter.
Lainey; parents,Jerry Schoppe and Raquel Schoppe; brothers. Ryan
Schoppe,Brandon Schoppe,Jason Schoppe and Evan Schoppe; sisters, Christina Schoppe and Madison Schoppe; grandparents,
Adelaido Patlan, George Schoppe and wife Cindy and Judy
Hornbuckle; a nephew, Alexander Leary; aunts and uncles, Sandy
McGuire and husband Rick, Jim Hombuckle and wife Sarah. Tom
Christenson and wife Su.an, Dewayne Dupree and wife Michelle.
Cindy McGuire and Eddie Tucker and wife Linda and a host of
cousins.
Services are scheduled for 11 a.m., Wednesday, Oct. IS. 2014, at
the Heritage Chapel (Kentucky Hwy. 121 N. Bypass) of Imes
Funeral Home and Crematory. Bro. Art Heinz and Bro. Mark Dillon
will officiate. Interment will follow at the Murray Cemetery.
The family will receive visitors between the hours of 5-8 p.m. on
Tuesday, Oct. 14. at the Heritage chapel.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of donations to: Eric
Schoppe's family, do Heritage chapel, 1804 SR 121 N. Bypass,
Murray, KY 42071.
The family also would like to thank Amanda Dennis, Bill Duncan
and family and to Jerri Dillard and family.

Shelby IPAontson
Shelby Morrison 74, of Murray, Kentucky. died
Friday, Oct. 10, 2014, at the Spring Creek Health
Care in Murray.
Morrison was born Jan. 30, 1940. in Murray to
the- late Thurman Coffield and Thelma Elaine
Dowdy Morrison. He was retired after 40 years of
service from Goodyear Tire, and was a selfemployed carpenter. He was also a member of the
Sugar Creek Baptist Church,and an Army Veteran.
In addition to his parents, he was preceded in
Morrison
death by one sister, Sue Wood, and one brother,
Randy Morrison.
Survivors include two daughters, Carlie Wilburn
and husband Robbie of Almo, Kentucky, and Julie
Coe and husband Bobby of Paris, Tennessee; four
sisters, Wanda Evans of Murray, Linda Prescott of
Murray, Ann Mathis of Benton, and Gaynell Pritchett of Dexter,
Kentucky; four grandchildren. Jonah and Nathan Coe • of Paris.
Tennessee, Jessica Young of Hazel, Kentucky, and Brandi Wilburn
of Murray; and three great grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held at 11 a.m. Tuesday,Oct. 14,2014, at.
the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.The Rev. Kerry Lambert and Bro.
Paul Bogard will officiate. Visitation will be held Monday. Oct. 13,
2014,from 5-8 p.m. at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
Online condolences can be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Hilda Mae Penrose
Mrs. Hilda Mae Pemnise, 93. of Murray, died Sunday, Oct. 12,
2014, at Spring Creek Health Care.
The number oftimes published or the length ofone or more ofthe
Arrangements are incomplete at Blalock-Coleman and York preceding obituaries exceeds the maximum set by the
Ledger and
Funeral Home.
Times policy. Afee has been paidfor additional publishing or space.

Dallas health worker tests positive for Ebola health officials say )
By NOMAAN MERCHANT
Associated Press
DALLAS(AP)- A "breach of
protocol" at the hospital where
Ebola victim Thomas Eric
Duncan was treated before his
death Jed to the infection of a
health care worker with the deadly virus, and other caregivers
could potentially be exposed,federal health officials said Sunday.
The hospital worker, a woman
who was not identified by officials, wore protective gear while
treating the Liberian patient,and
she has been unable to point to
how the breach might have
occurred, said Dr. Tom Frieden,
head of the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention. Duncan
was the first person in the U.S.
diagnosed with Ebola.
The C4DC confirmed Sunday

afternoon that the woman had
tested positive for Ebola - the
first known case of the disease
being contracted or transmitted
in the U.S.
The missteps with the first
patient and now the infection of a
caregiver raised questions about
assurances given by US. health
officials that any American hospital should be able to treat an
Ebola patient and that the disease
would be contained.
At a briefing in Atlanta,
Frieden said that at some point
during Duncan's treatment,
"there was a breach in protocol,
and that breach in protocol
resulted in this infection." He
added that officials were
"deeply concerned" by the infec
:
tion of the worker.
President Barack Obama asked'
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the CDC to move as quickly as
possible to investigate the incident,the White House said.
Dallas police stood guard outside her apartment complex and
told people not to go inside.
Officers also knocked on doors,
made automated phone calls and
passed out fliers to notify people
within a four-block radius about
the situation, although Dallas
authorities assured residents the
risk was confined to those who
have had close contact with the
two Ebola patients.
The worker wore a gown,
gloves, mask and shield while she
cried for Duncan during his second visit to Texas Health
Presbyterian Hospital, said Dr.

Daniel Varga of Texas Health
Resources,which runs the hospital.
Duncan, who arrived in the
U.S.from Liberia to visit family
Sept. 20, first sought medical
care for fever and abdominal
pain Sept. 25. He told a nurse he
had traveled from Africa. but he
was sent home. He returned
Sept. 28 and was placed in isolation because of suspected Ebola.
He died Wednesday.
Liberia is one of the three
West African countries most
affected by the Ebola epidemic.
which has killed more than
4,000 people, according to
World Health Organization figures published Friday. The others are Sierra Leone and Guinea.

14° STOCK MARKET REPORT
Investments Since 1854
Dow Jones Ind. Avg.-1659536-12.78
Air Products
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BBQ on the River, Celebrate Music
and more on the next Roundatrout U
Special to the Ledger
I he
ne‘t
episode
of
Roundabout 1.1 takes viewers to
this year's BBQ on the River
- and to a performance by members of the Murray State
Unisersity department of music
at the Carson Four Rivers
Center. This episode also
explores why Murray State was
selected as a Military. Friendly
School. "Where You Blue &
Gold" and more.
The 20th annual BBQ on the
River was recently held in historic downtown Paducah on the
bank of the Ohio River. From
this past Thursday through
Saturday. over 35 barbeque
teams from west Kentucky
served up more than 80,000
pounds of barbequed chicken,
pulled pork, ribs and more to

those who attended the festival. to learn how to defend themAt this year's Celebrate Music selves. That's why the Women's
event, members of the audience Center brought in a team of
were treated to selections from experts to demonstrate what
different musical genres from self-defense is really all about.
Murray State's department of
And, finally, Roundabout U
music. The department of music takes time to find out where
always looks forward to oppor- proud Racers represent their
tunities like the performances at university pride. Families,
the Carson Center to advance friends and students posed in
the talents and musicianship of their university apparel this
students and faculty in the sur- summer in the hopes of winning
rounding area. Murray State's. prizes in the Where Do You
Racer Band was also on hand to Blue & Gold competition.
cap the night off.
This episode of Roundabout U
Getting hands-on experience airs at various times Oct. 12-18,
is crucial in the education and is broadcast on KET
process, and the MSU depart- (Kentucky
• Educational
ment of journalism and mass Television), WSIL and through
communications provides a local cable systems. Specific
great opportunity each year for 'airing dates and times can be
high schoOl students through its found online at www.roundannual workshop.
aboutu.com.
College is a time for learning,
Roundabout U, a weekly,
and it is important for students award-winning video magazine

produced by Digital Media at
Murray State University, is now
in its seventh season. Most
recently, the show picked up an
Award of Excellence from
Kentucky's CASE awards competition. Filmed in high definition, the show highlights events
throughout Kentucky and the
tri-state region.
Visit www.roundaboutu.com
for up-to-date information and
clips from past episodes. Fans
can also fellow on Facebook
and Twitter for pictures, information and videos, and viewers
can watch past episodes on
Roundabout's YouTube page.
For more information, contact
Shasta O'Neal in Digital Media
at 270-809-2400 or by email at
soneal@murraystate.edu or visit
the Roundabout U website at
www:roundabOutu.com
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Celebrate Recovery to meet
Celebrate Recovery is a 12 step Christ-centered recovery meeting program for anyone
who struggles with hurts, habits or hang-ups.
Meetings are held every Tuesday night from
6:30-8 p.m. at Hope Harbor Church, Kentucky
94 E. For more information call 270-753-6695.

W.O.W. meeting planned
of the World chapters 170, Kirksey
Datebook andWoodmen
138. Hazel, will meet Tuesday,Oct. 14,at 6
Martha
Finney Andrus, p.m.. at the W.O.W. building on C.C. Lowry
Drive. Officer elections and a planning session
Community
for the upcoming year will be discussed. The
editor
chapters will provide sandwiches, chips and
drinks and members are asked to bring dessert. For more information, contact Marilynn at 270-489-6251.

by Jenise Howard

Fall is in the air at
Hickory Woods this week. We have
out all our pumpkins and have
decorated with orange and gold
throughout the buildipg. Our front
fall display has never looked better.
Thanks ttrKarly Lowe! She turned
our fountain area into an autumn
sanctuary with her wonderful skills
and talents. Our bunnies even have
a new orange scarf around their
necks.
The weather outside
didn't affect us or keep us from
having a good week. We went
about ourdays.as usual. Did a little
shopping, played a little Bingo,and
played a lot of cards. One afternoon
we had two different groups playing
in the activity room. I was afraid we
would need some crowd control.
but they just had a good time._
We had a lot of entertainment this week. Richard Dennis
and his one man Band, Harmony
Mennonite Choir. Laura Vincent,
and Marie Taylor brought her
students. On top of all that we got
our flu shots, watched a movie.
played games and still managed to
get in our regular activities and get
massages.
Youth and Non Profit
MSU students came out and played
Jeopardy with us one afternoon. We
did pretty well answering all those
difficultitniestions. Our categories
were the different decades and
surprising to us we did as well in
the,90's as we did in the SO's. We
played two rounds and ended up
with a tie,each grqup winning a
round a piece. I-think we need a
tie breaker now to see who the real
champions are.
We had one birthday this
week Allegra Jones had her special
'day on Friday. I think she celebrated for a few days with family and
friends. I know the post office had
a heavier load due to the cards she
received. We hope she had a great
day and has many more.
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Game Day at MWC to be Wednesday
The Murray Woman's Club will host a Game Day Wednesday,
Oct. 15,from 9
:11 a.m. at the club house. Members and their guests
are invited to bring cards or board games to this membership
recruitment activity.

Parkinson's group to meet
Parkinson's Support Group will meet Tuesday at noon at the
Weaks Community Center. The speaker will be Dr. Christopher
King. Persons coming for lunch should arrive by 11:15 a.m. For
more information call Jan Flynn at 270-753-6845.

The Dialysis Support Group will meet Tuesday, Oct. 14,from 45 p.m. at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital Center for Health
and Wellness. For more information,contact Tasha Mitchell at 270759-3080.

HAPPENINGS
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TOPS meeting Tuesday at FCC

Ii

Murray Chapter #616 of TOPS (Take Off Pounds Sensibly) will
meet Tuesday, Oct. 14, from 9-10 a.m. at First Christian Church.
Please enter at the lower level rear door. Visitors are welcome. For
more information call Judy Freeman at 270-206-1768.

75

Breast cancer awareness dinner planned
In recognition of Breast Cancer Awareness Month,there will be a
dinner Tuesday,Oct. 2.8, at 5 p.m. at the Oaks Country Club for all
breast cancer survivors. Brett Miles, chief radiation therapist at the
Regional Cancer Center and pastor of Northside Baptist Church,
will be the guest speaker. Reservations must be made by contacting
Angie at thehutchings363.4mail.com. or call Martha Andrus at 270227-1707.
Photo provided

MWC HOME DEPARTMENT: The Home Department of the Murray Woman's Club met
Thursday, Sept. 18, at the club house with ten members present. A program on safety was presented by Louise Pool. Hostesses are pictured, from left, Judy Stahler, Shirley Robinson and
Lillian Robertson. The next meeting will be Thursday, Oct. 16, at 11 a.m. at the club house with
Suzy Crook as the speaker.

Smart Pack
$19.99/mo for 12 months!
Regular Price only 532.99!

Over 55 Channels!
includes local channels(where available) Plus: Animal Planet•
Bloomberg• Boomerang • DIY • Food NetWork •FOX News
Channel • FYI • Great American Country • Hallmark Channel.
Hallmark Movie Channel • HL1s1.•Investigation Discovery •Nickelodeon • NickToons Network. Outdoor Channel•RF-DTV•Science • TV Land "• Weather Channel • Plus Many More!

Wood Electronics
1230 State Route 121 N, Murray, KY

270-753-0530
Mike and Jack
Wood are now in
their 25th year of
business in •
Calloway County

•
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Important Terms and Condihorrs. Promodonal Ot'ers Require activation of noro qualifying DISH
service All pnces foes charges packages programrnmg features functionaley and offers sublect
to change without notice Atter 12 month promotion.
al period then-current everyday rrontily once
atiPfies and ,s sufeect to change ETF if you cancel service dunng first 24 months early terrnmation
lee ol $20 tor each month rernammg applies ACT/vat/0d fee may apply.
Additional Requirements: Hopper Monthly fees Hopper, 812 Joey $7 Super Joey 110 instalistiortiEquipment Requirernents Leased equipment ITIUS1 be returned to DISH 000n cancellation
unreturned equipment lees apply Uphont and addrtiOnal monthly fees may Apply Miscellaneous: or
Offers available for norc arid qualified former customers and sublect to terms Of appacable Promotional and Residential Customer agreements State reenburservent charges may apply Additional
restnctons and tares may apply Offers end 116115

ON NOVEMBER 4TH VOTE FOR EXPERIENCE!
Nikki

McMillen--Crouc
Property Valuation Ad
• Native of Calloway County
•Graduate of Murray State University
• Member of KY International Association of
Assessing Offices
• Certified Associate Appraiser
• 12 Years of Hands on Experience in PVA office
I would like to askfor your vol
to elect me your
Property Valuation Adm

Kid kw by the campagn to Elect Nikki hickAi
Janies McMillen Treasuer

4th

Registration for
information
technology
workshop now

East Calloway Council meeting planned
East Calloway Elementary Site-Based Decision-Making Council
will meet at 4:30 p.m. Tuesday. Oct. 14, in the teacher's lounge.

Girl Scout leaders will meet Monday
The Murray-Calloway County Girl Scout Service Unit meeting
will be Monday, Oct. 13, at 6:30 p.m. at the Girl Scout Cabin,
Sharpe Street. All Girl Scout leaders, new leaders and adults interested in becoming leaders are urged to attend. For more information, call Claydean McCalion•at 270-293-6803.

Genealogical Society plans meeting
The Calloway County Genealogical Society will meet Tuesday.
Oct. 14,at I p.m. at the Penny Store Museum;Poor Farm Road.The
new slate of officers for 2014-2015 will be presented. For more
information, call Janace Sims at 270-753-5093. -

Special to the Ledger
Alzheimer's Support Group to meet
Murray State University's
The Alzheimer's Support Group will meet Tuesday, Oct. 14, at 5
Telecommunications Systems p.m. at Shared
Care located in the George Weeks Community
Management and computer sci- Center. For more information, contact
Connie Stalls, LPN, at 270ence/information systems pro- 753-0576.
grams have partnered to create
InfoTech, an information techFall photo shoot offered by CFSB
nology workshop scheduled for
CFSB.Bank will have a mini fall photo shoot on Saturday, Oct.
Dec. I. InfoTech is an interac- 18, front 8 a.m. until II a.m. at the Murray State University
tive, one-day workshop for high Arboretum, 300 Hickory Drive. Spots are limited so sign up by
school students and teachers emailing vanessac@cfsvcs.ccim or call 270-767-3378. The photogwho are interested in informa- raphy is donated by Murray Photo Club and all proceeds will benefit the Relay for Life and the American Heart Association.
tion technology.
MSU faculty, staff and indusTobacco Free session to be held
try guest speakers will lead the
Plan .to be Tobaco Free with Jamie Smith of the Kentucky
workshop. Students will be
exposed to different types.of . Cancer Program will be Thursday. Oct. 16,from 5:30-6:30 p.m.at
technology and will have an the Murray-Calloway County Center for Health and Wellness.
opportunity to explore various Smith will present a free session to teach people how to be smoke
careers in technology by speak- free. All tobagco tisers and non-tobacco users who would like to'
ing with local information tech- learn more are welcome. Pre-registration is required. For more
nology companies in 'atten- "information and to register, call Smith at 270-442-1310.
dance.,
Caregivers Support Group to form
The workshop will be held in
A newly formed Alzheimer's and Other Dementia Caregivers
the Curris Center, with sign-in
Support Group will meet Thursday,Oct. 16,from 10-11 a.m. in the
from 8:30-9 a.m. The first sesyellow room of the Murray-Calloway County Senior Center, 607
sion begins at 9 -a.m. and the
Poplar Street. This newly formed support group will meet the third
workshop will conclude at 2 Thursday'
of each month and is designed for caregivers of people
p.m.
with any type of dementia. The group is baked on the Best Friends
Each school that registers Model. For More information, contact Teri Cobb
at 270-753-0929.
more than 10 students can apply
for a $100 transportation
CCPL to offer free compute!class,
stipend from the Center for
The Calloway County Public Library-is offerini, a free computer
Telecommunications Systems class on Beginners Microsoft Word on Thursday, pct. 16, from
Management.
2:30-4:30 p.m. Pre-registration is required. Call 270-753-2288 to
The workshop is free and registet,
lunch is provided.
The deadline to register for the
Cooking demonstration to be offered
event is Nay. 14. To find out
A cooking demonstration with allay friendly recipes will be
more information, go online at offered in Spanish for Hispanic families on Tuesday,Oct. 14,at the
We Kentucky Plentoring office at 203 Ash Street. The class will
www.murraystate.edu/tsmlctsm
be
fsom
.10-11 a.m. and will be,offered each Tuesday through Dec.
For questions or comments,'
contact Annie Vandiver at 270- .9. There.are.ao fees for the class. For more information and to.reg'ister,call the Calloshy 'County Extension Service at 270-753-1452.
809-3987.

www.murraykyhighlandgames.com
October 25, 2014
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Deer income exceeds timber Income 400%

Insured
Controlled
Managed

Local (Doran] 270-436-2626
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Ailp.oi Rd.

planned

meet

SB
m Saturday, Oct.
State University
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*New Climate Control
Available
*2417 Surveillance
*Pest Control
Hwy 94 East
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Ussal
Notice
MCCLARD'S Towing
110 N. 7th Murray, KY,
270-753-3146, intends
to obtain title to sale on
November 1, 2014 per
KRS 376.270 & KRS
376.275 the following
vehicles; 2004 Mercury
Marque
2MEFM75W74X64622
6 registered to Lucretia
Thompson,. t
2004
Dodge
•
Neon
1B3ES56CX40646502
registered to Tabitha
. Hamilton
lienholder
CarMan of Paducah,
1996 Jeep
Grand
Cherokee
1J4GZ78Y7VC514810
registered
to
Ben
Bryley or Samantha
Powell,
2003
Mitsubishi
Galant
4A3AA46G93E 187188
registered to Yaaif
Mohammed Alsharif,
1994
Chevrolet
Caprice
1G1BL52WORR15197
1 registered to Shawn
Jackson, 1999 Jeep
Grand
Cherokee
1J4GW68N5XC66122
1 registered to Adam
Winn
Sherri
or
Reynolds, 1997 Ford
Explorer
4M2DU55P5VUJ6351
9 registered to Darren
People. Owner or lienholder
has
until
November 1, 2014 to
object.

122
THE Murray Ledger 6
Times considers -its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray.
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
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KIM Wanted
BENCHMARK
Healthcare of -Puryear
is accepting applications for Certified
Nurse Aides. Apply at
220 College Street,
Puryear. TN. 2nd and
3rd shifts available with
shift differential. EOE.
(731)247-3205
Dental Office Manager
associates degree or 6
years work expenence,
computer
Excellent
skills. Resume
1653 Calloway Ave
Murray, KY 42071

MURRAY

LEDGER&TIMES
Home Delivery
Local Mail
Calkwi ay I
3 ma
mo..------$30
.00
6 mo.
$55.00 3
me.
6
1 I yr.---$185.00
1 yr...----$105.00
1
1
All Other Mail
of KY/TN
1 Rest
lewyca a Nome.)
Subscriptions
1
so.
3
mo.—.—.--$40
3
.80
1
1 6 mo.--$5&110
1 1 yr. 1
I Check
Money Order Visa
1
Name
I
I

St. Address
Zip

-

Daytime Ph.

Salary Range: Pay Grade 08(MIN-MIDI
110.224 • $13.517 hour at 37.5 hour work week
The Commonwealth of Kentucky does not discriminate
on the basis of race, color, religion, national origin, sex,
age, disability, sexual orientation, gender identity,
ancestry or veteran status. Reasonable
accommodations are provided upon request.
Applicants should submit applications by:
October 23, 2014
Applications are for a fulltime position

with payment to:
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Boa 1040
Murray,KY 42071
Or call (270) 759-1918

When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murraylevigercom,
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.corn.
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
Si Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you
MAINTENANCE
OPPORTUNITIES
Parkview Nursing and
Rehabilitation Center in
Paducah.
DIRECTOR OF MAINTENANCE
Full-time position available. Must have a Minimum ,of two years of
maintenance experience to include electrical, HVAC, plumbing
and mechanical. Must
also be familiar with
building codes and
ordinances. Long-term
care experience preferred.
MAINTENANCE
ASSISTANT
Full-time position available. Must have proven
knowledge of electrical,
mechanical, plumbing
& HVAC. Knowledge of
building codes and
ordinanaces preferred.
Long-term care experience is a plus.
We offer great pay and
benefits in a team-oriented environment.

Ivy
•Cindy
270-443-6543

270-

EOEIWFNID-5tS42

Mail this coupon

Ii

Some Travel Required

442-3312 Fax
544 Lone Oak Rd
Paducah, KY 42003
Cyrthia_lvy0LCCA.com
Visit us: LCCA.corn

City

I State

Additional requirements: Must have and maintain a
valid driver's license. Applicants and employees in this
classification may be required to submit to a drug
screening test and background check.

DISCLAIMER

210-753-6135
WO-2112211

I Subscribefor all your hometown football action.'

a

Wrecked, running and non-running
autos, battenes, and all aluminum

250 Gal LP Gas Tank
(45% Full)

KEY RECYCLING
1990 STATE ROUTE 121 SOUTH
270-759-9694

40's Ford Tractor.
61 and 62 Pontiacs
Four
Seasons
Sunroom Glass.

FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Lodge. Apply in
person artar 7:00PIL
No phone ceIN.

Craftsman Lawn
Tractor 42"Deck
Good Condition
171/2 HP w/mulcher
kit,
3yrs old. $500 obo.
Vintage 1960's
Baldwin Piano w/bench
Great
Condition.
Tuned.
$275 obo.
Call 270-227-2493

rims-

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS

605 E South 12th St

(270)753-1713

160
SALES/CLERICAL.
Home Furnishings
Paint, decorating retail.
knowledge of selecting
PILLOW Top Mattress
colors, making paint
sets. New in Plastic.
and flooring sales
Queen $195.00
experience preferred.
Full $185.00
Apply 1204 Johnson
King $385.00
Blvd, Murray.
270-293-4121
WOMACK-CARTER - Can Deliver
Options, LLC. hiring
270
degree
and
nonMobile Homes For Sale
degree
positions.
Background
2BR, and Lot
check/drug screen.
$12,900
3380 St Rt 121 North
270-753-6012
Murray . 270-767-1543
280
WAREHOUSFJPARTS
Mobile Homes For Rent
assistant.
Full-time
TuesdaySaturday
Nice
2BR
mobile
8:30-5:30. Please call
home. No pets. 270270-753-8078
753-9866
070
320
Position Wanted
Aparbilents For Rent
Will Clean Homes,
Offices, or Businesses
in and around Murray
KY, References provided, Call 270-468-0333
or 270-970-8610
090
Domestic & Chaim
CAREGIVER • Would
love to, take care of
your loved one anytime
270-978-4672

1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray
Lease and deposi
4
relciu
o9ired.
270-753
•

Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments
1BR from $345
2BR from $375
270-753-8556
1505 Doiguid Drire
TDD 1-800-545-1833 est 283

cY

140

IIIVIM010•1 is an equa
6
4
opryffmnin permder
and ernpknei

Want to Buy
"ANTIOUES", gas, oil
& soda signs, pumji,
military. Call Larry 7533633
CASH FOR GOOD
USED REFRIGERATORS,
STOVES,
HEATERS, AIR CONDITIONERS,
CARPETING, ETC. 270753-4109
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.'

New-Monessen 30inch

propane 1009. $500
270-759-9216
Straw i3.50/ Bale.
(270)753-4582, 270217-7362

Camp Septic Cleaning of Murray

"ATTENTION SENIORS"
M,-:i. 4,.On.''' Er
October 15 thru December 7
,lCLiIflOiit

Low or No Plan Premium
Some plans include Part D Drug
Contact Ron Salim (Local Agent)
12701759-1565 or (270%210-2533

yecare pecia ties

Residential & Commercial

Dr. Kevin Adams
'Eyeglasses
'Contacts
-Eye Disease

753-9224 Nick McClure-Owner
Thank you for your business!

308 S. 12th
Murray
759-2500

murrayeyecare.cont

Washer & Dryer.

(270)753-4109
Moving....

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER kVF/D

Wright Farms
2141 .bres*rime td

form

BUYING, BUYING, BUYING

73' Ford Dump Truck &
Equip. Trailer,

Education substitution: Vocational training in food
services will substitute for the experience on a
year-tor-year basis.
Experience substitution: None

BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTORY

Case Tractor.

6' Wire Fence

For more information or assistance contact John
Jordan or Sharma Spuriock at 1-800-325-1708.

PUMPKINS

GET INTO

24" Pontoon Tubes.

Minimum requirement Experience: Must have three
years of cooking experience in an institutional or large
scale commercial setting.

Complete applications online at
https./Icareers.ky.gov/Pages/default aspx

SEAMSTRESS
Needed
Apply in person
308 Maui Street Murray

of the Kentucky
5:30-6:30 p.m. at
th and Wellness.
how to be smoke
'ho would like to.
quired. For more
-1310.

COOK It
Lake Barkley State Resort Park
Kentucky Department of Parks
US-KY-Trigg

Articles
For Sale

Minimum requirement Education: None

270-978-1400 or

p.m to I

150
Nap Wanted

JOB REQUIREMENTS:

Papa Smurf
Storage

mg.n. sAinc
itican,
s
Pumpkins .ill sues
I oil,
753-6132
1.ikr us in Liebook

Sensibly) will
ristian Church.
- welcome. For
8.

ay. Oct. 14, at 5
.aks Community
Ils, LPN, at 270-

Iltanpa.
Tut lp.a
Ilat12p.a
Itu.12pt

Ft*
Saltily

he publisher maintains the tight to reiect or edit any submitted iflatter
: "WM11.
1733Naelpilierititidratall
illonarea4:c_Apropilate AtiM, NI _stow

1111M

Job Description: This is a fulftime position which
coordinates the work of employees performing a
variety of kitchen duties such as cooking, baking,
sanitation, washing pots and pans, etc. Bakes, roasts,
broils and fires meat, fish and fowl. Mixes and cooks
specialty dishes, delicate foods and therapeutic diets.
Seasons food by taste test and recipe. Maintains
records of food used and supply on hand. Figures tood
cost and records on a daily food cost sheet. Cleans
and sanitizes work area. Insures proper food storage.
Performs other duties as required.

$30hicepsid assaally
to you for the ken
Your PreVerrY
(ex: $30 a 100-acres $3000 rinnuallY)
no property too small

y

'ting
11 meet Tuesday,
Farm Road.The
• nted. For more

9815 First Day -20 words or less - Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: 9.12 per word per day.
• .35 extra for Smart Saver(Mon Classified.. go into Smart Saver)

be made.

Help Wanted

Extra Farm INCOME
TIMBER. vs DEER 41

t noon at the
r. Christopher
1:15 a.m. For

-e Unit meeting
rl Scout Cabin,
and adults interr more informa-

Sark's'
hely
lens*
Dui*

for Monday(Shopping Guide)
\I r

one incorrect

ed immediately so corrections can

060
Notice

onday

9335 per column inch e

HAI*
Rita'

Run,

To Place An Ad Or Yard Sale Call (270) 753-1916, email
classified@murrayledger.com or stop by our
office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00
a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax:(270) 753-1927
020

planned

40% Discount 3rd Run.

error. Murray Ledger & Tines MI be

for all your
classified needs

170, Kirksey
,Oct. 14, at 6
CC. Lowry
fling session
scussed. The
s, chips and
ore informa-

DEADLINES

It`,

i All 3 Ads Must R n Within 6 Doti Period.)

Me first inserbon of their ads for any
responsible for only

%, I

$8.50 Column Inch,605. Discount 2nd

insertion. Any error should be report-

Ined

aking Council
her's lounge.

)1.-.1'1 N.\

Advertisers are requested to check

Murray Ledger & Times
Classified/Office Manager

0-753-6695.

, there will be a
try Club for all
therapist at the
:aptist Church,
by contacting
Andrus at 270-

CLASSIFIES) AD RATES ,eihlib
ADJUSTMENTS

NEW apartment in
Hazel. $550.00/mo.
plus deposit all utilities
included.
270-492-8211
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroorn Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
MD ft 711
VERY nice 4BR, 2BA,
newly remodeled, New
appliances & fixtures
throughout. Coleman
Real Estate 270-7539398

R

Call Chelsea Humphreys
at 270-753-1916 and place .'our ad today!
Houses Fix ReM

2 or 3BR Houses
Lease & Deposit
Required
270-753-4109
nicholsent.com
/properties
3br home in county
with additional motherin-law suite. Detached
garage. Outside pets
possible.
$1000/mo
Coleman RE 270-7539898
NICE Brick House
w/carport. 5 Rooms
plus utility with hookup.
1 bath, Central air/ gas
heat.Hardwood floors.
Very Clean, $650
month plus deposit.
No Pets. 1 Mile North
of Murray on 641,
Across from Fleming
Furniture.
To See Call 270-2933110 between 9am to
4pm.

Ledger & Times Fair
Housing Act Notice
All real estate &It ertued herein
is sublect to the Federal Fair
Housing Act, which makes it
illegal to advertise'any preference. limitation or discrimination based on race, color, religion, smi„ handicap. familial status or national ongin, or intention to make any such preferences, limitations or dismminanon
State laws forbid discrimination
n the sale, rental or advertising
it real estate based on factors in
addition to those protected
under federaltaw
We will knowingly accept any
adverbsing for real estatewhich
is in violation of the law. All
persons are hereby informed
that all dwellings advertised are
available on an equal opportunity basis
For further assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements, contact NAA Counsel
Rene P Milan i:1131648-1000
Murray

.01.210
OPPOR•u•It•

Lots For Sale

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

UTILITYS in Place
$9,500
270-753-6012

530
Swim Offered

530
Services Offered

Hill Electric Hill Appliance
Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs -.big or
sm4.11

753-9562
www.hillelectric.com
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work.
A-1 Lamb Tree Pro.
Lic/Ins. 270-753-Tree
(8733)

A.G.S. Well &
Irrigation

Repair

Serving
West Kentucky

Jason Hill
12701226-0194
Service on all
major brands
Licensed & insured
HILL SEPTIC

PUMPING
EXCAVATION
G TRUCKING
AU Your Septic Needs
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch
(270)293-8686

Well Drilling
WellPump Service
Residential ti
Agricultural

•Nome Improvements
"Seth ct Kitchen

Chris Tucker
270-293-4406

Drywall, Painting,
Plumbing, Flooring, Decks

CLEAN CUT

KEtMIGKYLAKE
RESIODELING.COM

Insured *Sr Discount
•Free Esbinates
Weentier OfAngies List

LAWN CARE

270-436-5959

LANDSCAPING

Greg Mansfield

Scrimp
G&C
STORAGE

and
PROPANE

119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

.111(1. RENTALS
MIN1-STORAGE
720 S.4TH ST.

17.5 acres in Hazel
(270)293-9432
Farms for Sale by
Owner,
3
Great
Hunting and Income
producing farms in
West KY.
55acres,180acres,
880acres.
270-556-3576

Corner cit 12111. & Glendale.
10XIO's & 10115's
12701 436-2524
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
'Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

tri
11GL
Lie
640S.' .S1&
Sunbury Cir.
Multiple sizes, lighting
In every unit, socurfty
ilgratrig, ism*

Homes For Sale

New 2-4
Bedroom homes In
RIverfield Estates
SSG Real Property

Professionals
293-7672

Canmarica Prop. For Rant
Office space for lease.
Available November
1st. 1103 Northwood.
270-761-9463

& Sappho
Obedience.
DOG
glendhenmere.corn
(270)436-2858.

g211
Publi 77cSals

MULCHING

Free estimates
Call Kevin at

270-293-4020
Dirty Daddy
Top Soli
'Collins, Silk, Loam
agid tne county new
270-227-2193
270-753-9075

FRAME'S
TREE
SERVICE
DEBRIS REMOVAL

Log House 1616 sqft.
29 1/3acres, completely fenced, good pond,
storage building. Will
subdivide.
Brooks
Chapel Road, Dexter
270-437-4305_
480
Auto Pats

.Licensed &

Ron Frame
(270) 227-3140
(270) 474-0323

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE

14. 15. 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

*Removal
*Stump Grinding
*Firewood
*Insured

(270)489-2839

Call 753-5606
PRESCOTT
ROOFING
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 75 3-19 16

Over 28 Years
Experience

(270) 293-6480

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING
•Asphan Installation
*Seal coating & stnping
•Licrrised-Insurcd
in

(270)759-0501

Ran moore
Electric, LLC
Residential
Commercial
Service Calls
270-227-2445
SMALL home repairs,
pressure
washing,
painting and general
labor. No job too small.
270-227-9484

IZ AN'IS
ing-Sealroaling
Striping
;ra‘ri-Dirt-Sand
10S1 I it ‘N Is

270-293-4256

Zach 270-873-7700
DEW 270-W-1106 YEARRY'S Tree and
Lawn Service.Licensed
.41.211:101/1100Mg1 and insured. Free esti-

itiondrnan Services

All types Auction

Benton, KY
270-705-4859

Gary e9-227-0420

Unice

Doe t spend your money Da of
state keep fl

Insured

'Yard Work
•GsMarsCMsned
@Moms Repairs

AUSTIN Auction

Garage Door

Sales & Maintenance
6" Continuous Gutters
Greet Herreeovin Service

*Trimming

USED TIRES

io Far Rail

house.
28R, 1BA
Location.912 coidwater
rd. 270-753-2225 ask
for Debbie Mack.

Roe Estate

mates. 436-2582. 2270267
Selling your
motorcycle or ATV?

Call us, we'll be
glad to help.
Murray Ledger &
Times

CIASSIFIEDS

8• Monday, October 13, 2014
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Murray Ledger & Times
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MCCUISTON
ROOFING
I

r

(

•-rf

in •

,

270-293-1924

Free Estimates
Roofing Specials
Licensed & Insured
Protecting your house like
it is our house!

7624 121 North Murray, KY

Conceptis Sucksi(u
Log cabin 3 bedroom, 2 bath with detached garage and
barn setting on approximately 9 acres with nice pond.
Buying property As-Is 10% down day of sale, Balance
In 30 days with deed. Preapproved letter from bank
requested.

-."111111111111.111111.11,.
•••••

'"•^101111111k;

GARLAND
RENTAL

"1181111P

"If you've got it, we can store It"
For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations: -

CHAVES
z, 304 NORTH 12TH STREET• MURRAY, KY 42071
Office: 270-761-SALE (7253) or Cell: 270-705-4479
Tommy Chavis • Broker/Auctioneer

ON BEA

www.chavisauctions.com

24/7 Surveillance•Electricity
We Now Have 80 Climate Control Units

812 Mauna Ave.

The Backbone Of America
Advertise with us for the best results!

0. 753-3853
Gallimore
Electrical Contactors,LLC
IndistrIal/CommercIal/leslieidal
limos C. Minim
WWW.GECMURRAY.COM

(270) 759-0890

1x1 $75 per month
1x1.5 $85 per month
2x2 $300 per month
2x3 $350 per month

Call 753-1916
Ask for Chelsea or Nick!
We'll be glad to help!

Ebola patient's temperature spiked to 103 degrees
DALLAS (AP) — Thomas
Eric Duncan's temperature
spiked to 103 degrees during the
hours of his initial visit to an'
emergency room — a fever that
was flagged with an exclamation point in the hospital's
record-keeping system, his medical records show.
Despite telling a nurse that he
had recently been in Africa and
displaying other symptoms that
could indicate Ebola, the man
who would become the only
person to die from the disease in
the U.S. underwent a battery of
tests and was eventually sent
home.
Duncan's family provided his
medical records to The
Associated Press — more than
1,400 pages in all. They encompass his time in the ER, his
urgent return to the hospital two
days later and chronicle his
steep decline as his organs
began to fail.
Duncan carried the deadly
virus with him from his home in
Liberia, though he showed no

symptoms when he left for the
United States. He arrived in
Dallas on Sept. 20 and fell ill
several days later.
When he first showed up at
Texas Health 'Presbyterian
Hospital;the man complained of
abddtninal pain, dizziness, a
headache and decreased urination. He reported severe pain —
rating it an eight on a. scale of
10. Doctors gave him CT scans
to rule out appendicitis, stroke
and numerous other serious ailments. Ultimately, he was prescribed antibiotics and told to
take Tylenol, then returned to
the apartment where he was
staying with a Dallas woman
and three other people.
In spite of his. fever, a physi'cian's note'dated Sept. 26 said
Duncan was "negative for fever
and chills."
"I have given patient instructions regarding their diagnosis,
expectations fur the next couple
of days, and specific return precautions," according to the
emergency room -physician's

note. "The condition of the
patient at this time is stable."
After Duncan's condition
worsened, someone in the apartment called 911,and paramedics
took him back to the hospital on
Sept. 213. That's when he was
admitted and swiftly, put in isolation.
The documents also show that
a nurse recorded early in
Duncan's first hospital visit that
he recently came to the U.S.
from Africa, though he denied
having been in contact with anyone sick.
The Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention had
alerted hospitals nationwide to
take a travel history for patients
with Ebola-like symptoms.
According to the records,
Duncan was 45. Relatives said
he was 42. The discrepancy
could not be immediately
resolved.
When reached by AP, hospital
spokesman Wendell Watson did
not offer any immediate cornment but asked for questions to

be sent in writing. Doctors who
evaluated Duncan did not
respond to a message left at their
offices.
The --hospital has repeatedly
changed its account of what the
medical team knew when it
released Duncan from the emergency room early on Sept. 26.
A few days later, on Sept. 30,
it initially said Duncan did not
tell the staff he had been in
Africa. On Oct. 1, it said
Duncan's nurse had been aware
of the Africa connection but did
not share that information with
the rest of the medical team.
The next day, the hospital
blamed a flaw in its electronic
health-records systems for not
making Duncan's travel history
directly accessible to his doctor.
A day later, on Oct. 3, the hospital issued a statement saying
Duncan's travel history had been
available to all hospital workers,
including doctors, who treated
him during his initial visit.

Top finance officials hope to boost growth
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Finance officials from the
world's largest economies are
being urged to prevent the global economy from falling into a
"new mediocre" in which
growth remains stuck at subpar
levels for years to come, trapping millions of people on
unemployment rolls.
Finance ministers and central
bank presidents of the Group of
20 nations, which include traditional economic powers such as
the United States, Japan and
Germany,
and
emerging
economies -such as Russia,
China and India, were wrapping
up two days of talks Friday with
▪ joint statement of goals and a
news conference expected in the
early afternoon.
The meetings were coming at
a time when the news from
Europe has been gloomy,raising
the prospect that the IA nations
that share the euro currency
could be in danger of slipping
into another recession.
Germany
reported
on

Thursday that it had the biggest
monthly plunge in exports in
five years. That came after earlier news of sharp declines in
industrial production, factory
orders and business confidence
in Europe's biggest economy,.
Australia, which chairs the G20 this year, is pushing for adoption of an action plan that will
establish a goal of boosting
global growth by at least 2 percent over what it would otherwise have been over the next
five years. Such a target would
mean an extra $2 trillion in output during that time period.
Australian Treasurer Joe
hockey told a conference in
Washington on Wednesday that
this -goal was "ambitious but
deliverable" and would mean
millions of new jobs. The plan
would rely in part on increased
spending on infrastructure projects.
Treasury Secretary Jacob Lew
Federal
Reserve
and
Chairwoman Janet Yellen are
representing the United States in
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Horoscope

by Jacqueline Bigar

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Tuesday, Oct. 14, 2014:
This year you are able to move through problems with ease if you
focus on your objectives and refuse to get involved in gossip. You
are evolving to a new maturity level, and you are likely to make
choices that I will reflect this transformation. If you are single, the
type of person you attract could be very different from those you've
attracted in the past. With this knowledge, date and enjoy your life,
ADVERTISING
but make no commitments for a while. If you are attached, the two
FOR DETAILS
you might be experiencing some differences, mainly because
(270) 788-ISIS. , of
your sweetie is getting used to the new you. Give him or her time to
adjust. CANCER's moodiness can irritate you.
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• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St.
• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St.
Lights, Electricity, and 24/7 Surveillance
• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E
All sizes available, call today .
to reserve your storage unit

270-753-2905

SUDOKU

Thursday, October 16th •6:00 PM
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The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** Your responses will change from optimistic to grumpy if you
are not careful. You could feel fortunate that people are so inquisitive in the morning, but you might feel manipulated by someone's
questions by the end of the day. Tonight: Change locations to
change your mood.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** You'll go along with a fnend's decision to move in a chosen
direction. This person's drive will help you feel more creative and
open to change. You might have a surprising revelation when you
look at this new path. Tonight: Take a risk, but only if you can deal
with the loss.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Be aware of what is being offered. You might have pushed
too hard to create more of what you want. AS a result, you'll need to
step back and get others' opinions. Be open to criticism, as you can.
improve your decision with some feedback. Tonight: Curb possessiveness.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** You seem to be coming from a very caring position. You
could feel as if you have pushed beyond what you had thought possible. Manifesting a long-term desire could be feeding your drive. A
person you need to answer to could jolt you with his or her behavior.
Tonight: On a roll.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Your attitude defines your day. Fortunately, you'll remain
upbeat when others get involved in a power play. Tapping into your
creativity could prevent you from descending into a difficult situation.
Greet the unexpected as a way of opening your mind, Tonight: All
smiles.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** Zero in on others' expectations when trying to come to an
agreement. Evaluate how realistic these projections are in order to
determine if there is a common thread. A sense of unity could be
important. Tonight: You could be stunned by a loved one's actions
and/or attitude. '
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** A disagreement about a project or joint commitment will
need to be addressed. Air out each party's differences rather than
ignore them. You could be taken aback by someone else's thoughts
or actions. Tonight: Use a disruption to create an opening for spontaneity.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Your mind and your intuition will merge and lead you in the
best direction possible. You are .likely to gain an unusual perspective, which will allow greater possibilities. Tonight: Someone will
sense that you're the right person to have a discussion with.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Others expect you to let them put in their two cents and elaborate on their comments. You might be walking a tough diplomatic
line if you don't establish strong boundaries. Being polite simply
might not work in the long run. Tonight: Togetherness is the theme.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Follow-through counts, and you will be able to make all the
difference with your choices. Listen to what is being shared, and
allow others to apply their ideas to the situation. Do not interfere with
this process. Tonight: Head home for some more liveliness.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Reach out for more information, especially if you find a clog
in the works. It is very likely that a thought or idea won't play out'as
you would have liked it to. Stay centered, and know full well that you
will find a better solution or path. Tonight: At work late.
PISCES(Feb. 10-March 20) •
***** You might want to be more reflective and open to the possibilities around you. A little too Much flirtation could backfire in multiple ways. Maintain strong boundaries to separate different areas of
your life if you desire fewer complications. Tonight: Spice up the
night.

the discussions. After getting an persistent weakness is slowing
endorsement from the finance Japan, China and Brazil. The BORN TODAY
Singer/songwriter ,Usher (1978), fashion designer Ralph Lauren
chiefs, the economic plan will IMF called the recovery uneven (1939), former U.S. President Dwight D. Eisenhower (1890)
be presented to President and said global growth this year
Barack Obama and other G-20 would be 3.3 percent, one-tenth
leaders for their sign-off at a of a percentage point below its Jacqueline Bigar is on the Internet at www.jacquelinebigar.com.
summit meeting in mid- forecast in July. And it lowered
November
Brisbane, its outlook for 2015.
in
Australia.
A report from the Brookings
Economic officials have said Institution also presented a
that just boosting spending on downbeat assessment and called
roads, airports and other infra- the United States "the sole
structure needs will not be major economy still showing
enough to lift the global econo- signs of strength."
my to sustained stronger
"The world still seems to be
growth, especially given the counting on riding the coattails
growing threats to growth in of the U.S. economy," said
many regions of the world from Eswar Prasad, a Cornell
Europe to Latin America to University economist who was
Japan.•
among the authors of the report.
The G-20 discussions were
IMF Managing Director
being held in advance of the Christine Lagarde, speaking to
annual meetings of the 188- reporters Thursday, said bold
nation International Monetary action was urgently seeded.
Fund and the World Bank.
"la the face of what we have
In a global forecast prepared called the risk of a new
for the meetings,the IMF down- 'mediocre, where growth is low
graded its outlook this year and uneven, we certainly
1001 Whitnell Avenue • Murray, KY
because Europe is at risk of slip- believe that there has to be a
ping back into recession and new momentum," she said.
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Genuine
Irritable
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Caller's need
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Pub drink
North Carolina native
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Game official
Get by
Singing Sandra
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MSU FOOTBALL MURRAY STATE 44, SOUTHEAST MISSOURI STATE 41 (20T)

Matthew
to make

Mu

KYSER LOUGH / For the Ledger
Kamalie Matthews turns to the crowd with his arms raised after Janawski Davis caught the winning touchdown pass in 20T against SEMO for Murray State
homecoming.
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Racers outlast SEMO for first OVC win
By RYAN RICHARDSON
Sports Writer

KYSER LOUGH / For the Ledger
Racer quarterback KO Humphries (left) keeps the ball instead of
handing it off to Marcus Holliday after reading the SEMO defense.

Tennessee State to come in to Murray
After a field goal and a touchdown by
on a three-game win streak.
SEMO to go up 10-7, the Racers
The Racers were searching for their responded with a 75-yard touchdown
After Thursday's practice. the Racer first win in the OVC.
pass to Davis to regain the lead.
football coaching staff talked about
SEMO hadn't yet loss a conference
SEMO tacked on another field goal
how great Nevar Griffin had looked all game.
to go into halftime trailing 14-13.
week.
To top it all off, the Redhawks upset
Murray State opened the second half
And then on Saturday. Griffin caught the Racers a year ago with a triple- with a 5-play drive that ended with a
9 passes for 141 yards and three touch- overtime win.
49-yard touchdown pass to Griffin.
downs,leading Murray State to a 44-41
This time around, the Racers came
Ten minutes later, SEMO scored a
double-overtime win over the No. 23 out on top.
touchdown and two-point conversion
Southeast Missouri State Redhawks.
"We found a way to win against a to tie the game at 21.
"I told him after the game, 'When very good opponent," Hatcher said.
Another five-play drive from the
you practice good, good things happen "You had the feeling we were not going Racers ended with a 5-yard touchdown
to you,— head coach Chris Hatcher to get denied tonight, and sure enough, pass to DeQavius Walker,
said. "He earned those statistics we made one more play than they did.
SEMO answered with back-to-back
tonight."
It's a great feeling, not only for me,but touchdowns to take a 35-28 lead with
It was a necessary win for the Racers, for the team."
3:09 to play.
both mentally and statistically.
After the Racer defense caused
With 35 seconds remaining. Griffin
With a tough loss last week at SEMO to lose yards on the first posses- caught a 13-yard touchdown pass to
Tennessee Tech, Murray State hasn't sion of the game. Griffin got things send the game to overtime.
won since its opening game against started for the Racers.
While Griffin shined for the offense,
Union.
A few completions to Janawski Davis St. Pierre Anilus stepped up big for the
Meanwhile, SEMO has been a sur- got Murray State downfield, then Racer defense in his first start.
prise team in the OVC. They beat No. Humphries found Griffin for a 21-yard
"I had to do my part," he said. "I
3 Southeastern Louisiana and No. 20 touchdown completion.
•See FOOTBALL 11

MSU SOCCER MURRAY STATE 2, EASTERN KENTUCKY 0

Soccer earns shutout over EKU
By RYAN RICHARDSON
Sports Writer
The Racer soccer team is rolling after
two shutout wins over the weekend.
Murray State came away with a 2-0 win
against Eastern Keatucky thanks to an
ever-improving defense.
"They've grown over the season." head
coach Jeremy Groves said of the defenders. "That was probably the biggest question mark going in."
He still thinks they can play better,so he
has high hopes for the rest of the season.
With no truly dominant team - at least
according to the records - it shouldn't
take many wins to make it to the playoffs
Now at 3-2 in the OVC,the Racers are
prepared to make a run to secure their spot
in the postseason.
The offense is also starting to connect at
every position, as more players are stepping up to make the big plays.
While Julie Mooney. Harriet Withers
and Pavlina Nepokojova can usually be
counted on to carry the offense,the rest of
the roster has proved their worth over the

past few weeks.
Bronagh Kerins scored a goal in each of
the weekend matches, giving her three on
the season.
Rather than taking credit for her goals.
she says her scores are mostly due to her
teammates.
Kerins said she is usually simply in the
right place to get the ball and score after
someone else makes a good run.
Either way,it was Kerins who found the
net first for the Racers against the
Colonels.
The ball came to her feet in the middle
of the box about 22 minutes in,and Kerins
was able to score with a kick into the bottom of the goal.
"It's good to put it in the net and bring a
bit of energy to the game and bring some
confidence to the game," she said.
Just before the end of the half, Murray
State scored again when Taylor Stevens
made a cross to Taylor Richerson.
Richerson settled the ball and shot into
the front right corner for the 2-0 lead.
By halftime, the Racers outshot the
Colonels 13-2. In the second half, the

game was more even with a 6-5 shot differential in favor of Murray State.
Defender Halle Pinkham said playing
two games in one weekend with such high
stakeils tough to do,but being able to win
is a big statement for the team.
"It's hard to bounce back and play a
game two days later and not only play, but
win it," Pinkham said. "It really defines
what we want to be this year."
A big key in bouncing back is trusting
each other and playing as a unit, she said.
"You've got find the momentum somewhere down in you." Pinkham said. "We
play for the people behind us and the people in front of us. If we keep doing that
every game, we're going to keep getting
results like that."
The Racers will now prepare for a road
game at Eastern Illinois on Friday.
It will be the only match of the weekend
for Murray State.
Pinkham and Kerins both said the
expectations are simple.
"Win," Pinkham said. "It's a one game
weekend, so we're going to lay it all on
the line."

AUSTIN RAMSEY / Ledger & Times
Bronagh Kerins looks to make a pass upfloid. Kerins scored a
goal In each of the Racers' two weekend home matches.
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PREP GOLF

Winder finishes 32nd
at state tournament

-.VICCP

IE ElCPIII 12CP

Hayerstock Insurance Agency
Nobody cart protect your AUTO
any better than we can'
211 S 12th St • Murray. KY • 753-3415

the day of the delay that I wantVan Haverstock
ed another crack at the front
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. — A nine," Winder said. "I knew I
chip in for birdie at no. 15 might could make it four strokes better
LEAGUE CHAMPIONSHIP SERIES
have made the difference for and I just made the plays down
(8eet-of-7)
Matthew Winder and his final the stretch to have a chance."
American League
Kansas City 2 BaMmore 0
rounds at the KHSAA state
After shooting a front-nine 42
Friday Oct 10 Kansas City 8
championship and
Baltimore 6, 10 innings
as a to open the tournament. Winder
Saturday. Oct 11 Kansas City 8,
Calloway County Laker.
closed his final 27 holes at just
Baltimore 4
After having to pick up a par three-over.
Monday Oct 13 Balemore (Chen 16-6)
at
Kansas City (Gutrine 13-11), 8-.07
putt from no. 12 on a rainSmith said Winder's 42 could
p.m
soaked and delayed first round have been a little lower,but after
Tuesday Oct 14 Baltimore (Gonzalez
10-9i at Kansas City (Vargas 11-10).
Friday afternoon. Winder closed missing a few three-and-four
8:07 pm
his final five holes on Saturday foot putts for par and birdie, his
)4-Wednesday. Oct 15 Baltimore at
Kansas City, 4.07 pm
at even -par to make the cut with senior had to settle.
s-Friday, Oct 17 Kansas City at
a 78 at Bowling Green Country
Baltimore. 8 07 p m
With temperatures in the low
x-Saturday Oct 18 Kansas City at
Club.
50s and the driving rain absent
Baltimore 807 pm
Winder surged with a second- from the tournament,Smith said
pound 75, setting him up for-a Winder played extremely well
32nd place finish at the state Saturday — and most importantly
tournament to complete his high enjoyed it.
school career_
"I was super proud of him,"
Winder was sitting at seven- Smith said. "He didn't let the
over after his first 12 holes of moment or the course get bigger
the tournament and could have than it was, and he stayed away
By'TERESA M. WALKER
been on the outside looking in from the big numbers."
AP Pro Football Writer
should he miss the cut.
Calloway is set to return a
Instead, Winder followed the young core in Ty Gallimore,
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
chip-in with a bogey on no. 16,a Tanner Hicks, John Venice and The Tennessee Titans didn't have
birdie on no. 17 and par on no. Garrison Capps?, while seniors time to think about blowing a
18 to secure a shot at the second Winder and Connor Wagner will second straight lead at home.
round.
move on as graduates of 2014This time, they just held on for
"I told coach (Steve Smith)on
the win.
Even if it was against the woeful Jacksonville Jaguars, who
hurt themselves late.
Sammie Hill blocked a field
goal attempt in the final seconds,
and the Tennessee Titans held off
the Shot. "It hit the inside post, 2-1 win,Son feels like his squad the winless Jaguars 16-14
but overall I'm proud of the way is in a good position to make a Sunday to snap a four-game losing streak.
our defense handle him. We han- run in the district tournament.
"Huge," Titans defensive linedled him well. He's also a footBarring any weather interrupball player, and he's got lots of tions, the Tigers face Mayfield man Jurrell Casey said. -"We've
speed."
tonight at 7:15 p.m. in Graves been fighting for a win for so
In the 68th minute, Chavarria County — having beaten them long and to come out with a win
like this, it's kind of a bummer._
took a pass from midfield and twice dtis season 1-0 and 4-2.
did the rest — shaking one or two
Still, it is far from a lock game, But at the end of the day,a win is
defenders before firing from and Son said he is making sure a win,and we fought to the end."
Jackie Battle ran for a touchabout 18 yards out for the final his team doesn't bypass or over-_
tally.
look Mayfield en route to push- down, and Ryan Succop also
kicked three field goals as the
With almost 10 days to rest ing to a district championship.
between the 50 Graves County
Rain has been forecasted for Titans (2-4) bounced back after
blowing the biggest lead ever by
loss and the Vuhlenberg County most of the week.
a home team in the regular sea-

National Lesion
San Francuco I, St. Louts 1
Saturday, Oct 11 San Random & St.
Louts 0
Sundey. Oct 12 St Louis 5, San
Franciacio 1
Tuesday, Oct. 141 St. Louis(LAckey
3) at San Francisco. 107(F151)
Wednesday. Oct. 15: St thus Now
10-9) at San Francisco. 1107 p.m (FS1)
Thursday, Oct 18: St Lours at San
Francisco, 8.07 p.m.(FS1)
x-Satuctiay. Oct. IS: Sill Francisco at
St Louis. 4:07 p.m.(Fox)
*-Sunday, Oct. 19: San Francisco at St
Lours 7 37 p.m.(FS1)

TENNESSEE TITANS

Titans snap losing skid

DAVE WINDER / For the Ledger

Matthew Winder put together just enough to make the cut
to make it to the final round of the state tournament.

PREP SOCCER

Murray bounces back to beat Muhlenberg County

For the Ledger

ring.

GREENVILLE,
Ky.
—
Looking to close their season on
a high note after back-to-back
losses to Bishop 'Brossart and
Graves County, the Murray
Tigers
(10-8)
dropped
Muhlenberg County (12-6-1)2-1
Saturday afternoon.
A back-and-forth game that
head coach Martin Son said had
a "district" feel, neither team
would score for more than 50
minutes of the contest.

Senior Suphat Yoopensuk
finally broke through in the 53rd
with a finesse goal — taking a
long through-ball from Danny
Chavarria to put Murray up 1-0.
Five minutes later, the state's
leading scorer in Dan Marigny —
who averages s-2.3 goals per
game — equalized to make it 1-1
after taking an assist from Chad
Krewiec — who also leads the
state in assists with 1.8 per contest.
"It was a laser from about 20
yards out," Son remembered of

II Football...

win

By R.B. FALLSTROM
AP Sports Writer
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DAVID J PHILLIP /AP Photo

Kolten Wong celebrates after hitting a walk off
home run against the San Francisco Giants.

ST. LOUIS (AP) — Kolten Wong
ended Game 2 of the NL ChampionshipSeries with a big swing for the St,
Louis Cardinals.
Now, they can only hope the season
isn't over for Yadier Molina.
Wong hit a leadoff home'run in the
bottom of the ninth inning and the
resilient Cardinals beat the San
Francisco Giants.5-4 Sunday night,
tying the best-of-seven series at one
game apiece with their latest postseason power show.
The Cardinals came back after losing
Molina to a strained oblique muscle in
the sixth. The All-Star catcher was getting further tests and manager Mike
Matheny said it "didn't look real good."
"We'll, wait and see and riglit now
we'll just go ahead and keeicelebrating
a very tough, hard-fought win. I am
real proud at how these guys kept corning," Matheny said.
St. Louis didn't stay down too long,
getting a home run each of the final
three innings in a back-and-forth game.
The series resumes Tuesday night in
San Fraticisco with John Lackey going

son with their loss last week to
Cleveland.
"It was a relief,* Titans quarterback‘ Charlie Whitehurst said. "I
think we kind of controlled the
game most of the game, and we
weren't able to sustain a drive in
the second half to put it away. It
would've been a little easier on
everybody's hearts. It's a win,and
we're very happy about it."
Casey had two of Tennessee's
six sacks. The Titans forced two
turnovers as they won their first
game at home this season — only
their second here in nine games.
The Jaguars (0-6) scored with
37 seconds left as Blake Bortles
found Clay Harbor for a 20-yard
TD. They recovered the onside
kick after Titans sfei Michael
Griffin couldn't hold nto the
ball.
But Hill got his right fingers on
Josh Scobee's 55-yard field goal
attempt with.3 seconds remaining. Jacksonville had to kick on
third-and-2 because coach Gus
Bradley had no timeouts left, losing both his challenges and the
timeouts that went with them.
44741 . -

From Page 10
know I'm a good role player."
Anilus made some -of his
for St. Louis and Tim Hudson starting
biggest plays in overtime.
for the Giants.
The Racers scored first with a
"It was tough to see our backstop go
field goal, so SEMO had a
down like that," Matt Adams said. "We
chance to win.
just kept grinding .it the rest of the
On a SEMO - third ,down,
game."
Anilus sacked the quarterback
Rookie pinch-hitter Oscar Taverns
for a 10-yard loss.
connected in the seventh to tie it, and
"When they called the play
Adams homered in the eighth for a 4-3 that put me on the
blitz, I knew
lead. San Francisco tied it in the ninth 1 had to make a play," he said.
on a wild pitch by closer Trevor
Hatcher thought the game was
Rosenthal.
over then, but SEMO drilled a
St. Louis, last in the NL with 105 52-yard field goal to force the
home runs during the regular season, second overtime.
has hit 11 homers in six playoff games
Again, the Murray State
— seven in the seventh inning or later. defense held the Redhawks to a
Earlier, Matt Carpenter connected for field goal.
the fourth time this postseason.
"Holding them to as many
"It kind of got overshadowed there at field goals as \ve held them to,
the end, but man that was an exciting that was the difference in the
game," Carpenter said. "That was a ball game," Hatcher said.
must-win for us,to do that in that fashWhen it was the Racer's turn,
ion especially after giving up the lead Griffin helped Murray State get
a first down.
in the ninth."
On third down. Humphries
After the Giants tied it, Wong lined a
pitch from Sergio Romo for his second
.big home run this postseason. The
rookie's seventh-inning drive was the
decisive blow in Game 3 of the NL
Division Series against the Los Angeles
Dodgerssingle tied it in the sixth.

threw to Davis, who was covered in the endzone.
After a few seconds to make
sure he had control, the official
signaled touchdown,sealing the
win for the Racers.
"Big time players make big
plays in big situations, and
Janawski has proven he's that
type of player," Hatcher said.
Griffin said the win proves the
Racers are better than their
record shows, and they can
hang with any team.
"No matter who we come up
against, we're going to play as
hard as we can and give them a
fight to the end," he said.
Anilus agreed, saying the
shouldn't
OVC
discount
Murray State because of their
rough start to the season.
"We're not done with our peak
yet," he said. "We're here.
We're ready to play. Don't
count us out, because we still
have a chance to go to the playoffs."
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Trail Rated 4,144, with under ?too° miles!!
With no boundaries,this Jeep will take you
anywhere you want to go!!!
CALL RON TODAY A. 270.1753.5273
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This is just a sampling of the things
that were part of the 2014 Murray
State University homecoming festivities this past weekend. Alumni were
reunited with classmates, various
campus groups showed their spirit
and the Racers got a football win,
47-41 over Southeast Missouri State.
JOHN WRIGHT/ Ledger & Times
TAB BROCKMAN / Special to the Ledger
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